EXERCISE: SUBJUNCTIVE FORMS

Formation of Subjunctive = change in thematic vowel ("shE rEAd s A dIAry")

Uses of Subjunctive: 1) INDEPENDENT as main verb of sentence, jussive, "let. . ."
                    2) DEPENDENT in subordinate clauses, purpose, "so that. . ."

[Nota bene: There will be several more uses of the dependent subjunctive in the next few chapters.]

Identify the conjugation (I, II, III, IV, III-io) of the following verbs. Then change them from indicative to subjunctive OR subjunctive to indicative, and translate:

amet

habet

appellamus

cedamus

vitent

credunt

nesciar

praestatur

vertimur

petamini

audiris

videntur

rapitis

tangor